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UNIT DOSE PACKAGING IMPROVES 
WORKFLOW FOR HOSPITAL 

MEDICAL CENTER

A hospital medical center located in Long Island, New York is home to one of the 

busiest emergency rooms in the state. With tens of thousands of visits per year 

and a staggering 435 beds on site, the facility is known as the city’s most 

comprehensive community hospital. They service a wide range of patient needs 

including pediatrics, oncology, intensive care and orthopedics. 

The onsite pharmacy at the hospital employs 35 pharmacists and 17 technicians

trained in a variety of specialty areas. In a fast-paced environment, it is important 

for both the employees and the equipment to be reliable resources. 

Nearly a decade ago, the director of pharmacy knew that in order to keep up 

with the industry standards and patient demand, the hospital would need to 

switch from manual dose to unit dose packaging. The director spent countless 

hours researching the industry’s leading unit packaging machines to find a 

product that was efficient, quick and reliable. In addition to efficiency, the 

director was looking for a machine that provided quality printing, versatile 

electronic labels and one that would be easy for both pharmacists and 

technicians to learn and use on a daily basis.

During the research process, one company kept earning its place at the top of his 

list. The hospital decided upon and purchased the Euclid Cadet Twin 2x2 unit 

dose packaging machine, which has the ability to more than double the 

packaging rate of other single-feed machines for solid medications. The tabletop 

design saves space in the pharmacy and allows medications and packaging to 

easily fit in limited storage spaces.



The Euclid Cadet 2x2 allows for easy adjustments between units, customizable options and 

reduces production time by more than 60 percent when compared to manually dosing. In 

addition, the switch to unit dose packaging reduces the chance of cross-contamination 

between medicines, such as antibiotics and allergy medication. The director attributes the 

success of the hospital medical center over the last five years to the use of unit dose 

packaging machinery.

“In the beginning of my research I was most concerned with finding the fastest product on the 

market that could complete the highest amount of unit dose packaging in the shortest 

amount of time,” said the director. “Today we’ve used our Cadet Twin 2x2 machine daily for 

more than five years and I’ve been pleasantly surprised at the additional benefits it provides.”

Using the Euclid machine, the hospital pharmacy can now buy medications in bulk and individualize dosing to each patient, 

saving the company money and time. The machine also allows the pharmacy to work with a wide variety of medications as they 

are no longer limited by medicine sizes.

 In addition to switching from manual to unit dose packaging, the hospital also updated its technology to an electronically 

automated system. With increased focused on patient safety, unit dose packaging requires massive attention to detail. For 

example, each unit requires a specific bar code, which is adjusted for each amount of production done in the pharmacy. By 

allowing for customizable options on product bar codes, Euclid’s Vantage Software ensures medications are properly labeled 

and delivered.

Over the last decade, the hospital has experienced a great deal of cost savings by switching from manual to unit dose 

packaging. For example, the hospital pharmacy can now buy certain medications in bulk to feed through the unit dose 

packaging machines, reducing time spent by pharmacists and technicians compared to manual dose. With the new safety 

standards and regulation and updated technology, Euclid’s unit dose packaging machines have exceeded expectations time and 

again.
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